Tell Us Tuesday

Tell us about your powers!

1. Each Superhero has a unique name that people identify them with. What is your superhero name?
2. What is a superpower that you have now?
3. If you could have any superpower what would it be? What would you do with that power?

Tell us all about it!

@ComfortHopeFunEquip #TellUsTuesday
We are here for you virtually! Visit: focus-ga.org

Program Team Tells Us

Greet Green Gal!

Green Gal, Parent Support extraordinaire, also goes by Jaide. She has a green thumb and loves to spend time in the garden. Her super power would be to time travel.

Super Scooper

Our Program Manager for swim team and teen groups, Audrey, is a sweet chef. Her super power would be to make a scoop of ice cream appear on a hot day.

Meet Mega Cheese!

Mega Cheese aka Sarah, Program Manager for our camps, has the ability to make people smile. She also can eat an incredible amount of cheese. Her super power would be to fly!